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Multicharged Ion Impact on Clean Au(111): Suppression of Kinetic Electron Emission
in Glancing Angle Scattering
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We have measured the number statistics of emitted electrons in coincidence with the projectile
scattering angle distribution for multiply charged slow Ar ions scattered off an Au(111) surface
at grazing incidence. The comparison of the electron statistic spectra for different projectile exit
and incidence angles permits a separation of potential and kinetic electron emission. A molecular
dynamics simulation allows to associate the multiple electron emission with specific trajectory histories
(planar and subsurface channeling, close collisions with target atoms at steps and imperfections).
[S0031-9007(98)06964-6]

PACS numbers: 79.20.Rf, 61.85.+p, 79.60.Bm
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The interaction of slow highly charged ions (HCI) with
clean surfaces reveals new phenomena like the transi
formation of exotic “hollow atoms” [1–5] and the recently
discovered effect of “potential sputtering” [6]. Above the
surface the formation and evolution of hollow atoms ca
be described theoretically by the classical over-the-barr
(COB) model [1,7]. The image energy gain and the di
tance of hollow atom formation predicted by this mode
could be verified in several independent experiments [8
10]. Other signatures of hollow atom formation and deca
like potential electron emission (PE) [11] are often maske
by significant contributions from below surface interac
tion processes, in particular, at higher projectile energi
where kinetic emission phenomena become dominant [1
So far, most such results could therefore be used only
indirect proof for the COB model. We have develope
an experimental approach which enables us to distingu
between electron emission induced above (or at) the s
face from below surface emission. This information ca
in turn, provide distinction between kinetic and potentia
emission.

In this work we correlate the electrons emitted durin
grazing incidence scattering of multiply charged argon ion
at a clean metal surface with specific projectile trajectori
characterized by the resulting scattering angle, to achiev
separation of above and below surface emission. A co
parison with electron emission data for normal incidenc
with the same projectile, charge state, and target spec
having equal velocity normal to the surface allows the d
rect identification of potential and kinetic electron emissio
near the KE threshold.

The measurements have been carried out using m
tiply charged Arq1 (q # 9) ions produced in a 5 GHz
electron cyclotron resonance ion source [13] at TU Wie
The ion source provides projectiles with energies up
10 3 q keV whereq is the charge state of the extracte
ions. These ions are focused to a beam, mass analyz
and transported to a differentially pumped UHV chambe
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(10210 mbar). The experimental setup is shown schema
cally in Fig. 1. The incident ion beam is collimated t
1 mm in diameter and directed onto a Au(111) single cry
tal target which is mounted on a manipulator that allow
one to adjust the ion impact anglec. The target is prepared
by cycles of sputtering under various angles with 1–5 k
Ar1 ions and successive annealing at about 500±C [9].

The angular distribution of projectiles scattered off th
target surface under a grazing angle of incidence (typica
5±) as well as a small part of the primary beam a
recorded on a position-sensitive channel plate detec
(PSD) equipped with a two-dimensional wedge and st
anode. Electrons emitted from the ion-surface interact
region are extracted by a weak electric field through
highly transparent grid and accelerated onto a surface
rier type detector biased at125 kV. The number of elec-
trons emitted in a particular ion impact event [the electr
number statistics (ES) giving access to the total elect
yield g] is deduced from the detectors pulse height dist
bution in the usual way [11,14]. According to ray-trac
calculations performed for our geometry with the progra
MacSIMION and subsequent experimental checks, a fi

FIG. 1. Experimental setup (schematically) for measuri
electron emission from grazing incidence HCI-surface intera
tion in coincidence with scattered projectiles (cf. text).
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1965
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of about 100 Vycm is sufficient to collect all electrons with
energies below 50 eV emitted into the solid half angl
The influence of this extraction field (resulting in a slightl
larger impact angle and a displacement of the direct be
on the PSD) has been taken into account by correcting
angle of incidence and the position of the direct beam. T
position signals from the ion detector and the pulse heig
signal from the electron detector are amplified, delayed
time, and fed into a multiparameter analog-to-digital co
verter system. This system is triggered by a fast gate sig
produced from events on either ion or electron detector a
therefore allows the storage of both coincident and non
incident events. A first description of our setup has be
given in Ref. [15]; more technical details will be presente
elsewhere [16]. Other coincidence techniques have b
successfully applied to ion-surface interaction studies (s
e.g., [17]).

In Fig. 2a the intensity distribution of scattered proje
tiles, as recorded on the PSD, is shown for 0.45 keVyamu
Ar81 ions impinging under a grazing angle ofc  5± onto
a Au(111) single crystal surface (random azimuthal orie
tation). For this choice of parameters, the velocity par
lel to the surface ofyk ø 0.13 a.u. is slightly above the
threshold for kinetic emission in binary encounter coll
sions with conduction electrons [18]. The normal com
ponent of the energy,E', however, is very low (E' 
137 eV or 3.4 eVyamu) corresponding to a velocity alon
the surface normal ofy'  1.2 3 1022 a.u. The perpen-
dicular velocity is thus within a factor of 3 of the lowe
bound given by the image acceleration of the projecti
For such a low velocity, electron emission is exclusive
caused by the potential energy of the projectiles.

The needlelike feature on the right-hand side of Fig.
represents the small fraction of the primary ion beam th
has passed above the target (cf. Fig. 1), while the broa
peak represents the scattered projectiles. The width of
scattering distribution (62.5±), in particular, the asymme-
try towards larger scattering angles, points to imperfectio
in the Au(111) surface [19]. Projectiles scattered from t
collective planar potential (“surface channeling” [9]) o
an ideally flat surface are specularly reflected and wou
contribute only to the central peak (dark region) of the a
gular distribution while those scattered from surface impe
fections (e.g., steps) or projectiles undergoing subsurfa
channeling can be found in the wings of the scattering d
tribution. The asymmetry in Fig. 2b is due to the fa
that a small part of the scattering distribution is outside
the active area of our PSD. The resulting data presente
Figs. 3a–3c are, however, not influenced by this techni
detail.

One multiply charged ion can eject up to 40 electro
(with a mean number of about 19 electrons per ion
as can be seen from the total ES spectrum shown
Fig. 3a. This noncoincidently measured spectrum featu
an unusually broad ES distribution that is indicative
a superposition of different scattering processes. N
that a specific feature of the multiplicity spectra such
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FIG. 2(color). (a) Intensity distribution of scattered projectiles
as recorded on the position sensitive detector for the case
0.45 keVyamu Ar81 ions impinging under a grazing angle of
5± onto a Au(111) single crystal surface (cf. text). (b) Mean
number of emitted electrons associated with projectile scatteri
under various exit angles [positions correspond to (a)].

shown in Fig. 3 is that they are capable of providing
direct information on bothalternativeandadditivereaction
channels (in the present case,alternativechannels include
bulk penetration without reflection, large angle scattering
and a field emission background at low electron numbe
[14], while an example foradditive channels are PE and
KE). The ES spectrum changes drastically when scatter
projectiles are detected in coincidence near the directio
of specular reflection. Apart from the suppression of fiel
emission, the mean number of emitted electrons has shift
to 17 electronsyion and a decrease in the number of high
electron multiplicity events is clearly evident. Those high
multiplicity events are therefore associated with projectile
deeply penetrating the target or leaving it under scatterin
angles too large to be detected by our setup.

The correlation between the multiplicity spectrum an
the projectile scattering angle can be investigated in furth
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FIG. 3. (a) Total (noncoincidence) and coincidence ES (ele
tron emission statistic) spectra for the case of 0.45 keVyamu
Ar81 ions impinging under a grazing angle of 5± onto a
Au(111) single crystal surface. (b) ES spectra in coinciden
with the central part (1) and with the wings of the scatterin
distribution (2); see inset. (c) For comparison: ES spectru
obtained for 2.5 eVyamu normal incidence Ar81 projectiles on
polycrystalline Au (from Ref. [11]).

detail by selecting coincidences with different portions o
the scattered particle distribution. Figure 2b (also the ins
of Fig. 3b) shows the mean number of electrons (i.e., t
total electron yieldg) as a function of the two-dimensiona
angular distribution of the scattered projectiles. A pro
nounced minimum withg , 10 appears precisely where
the scattered particle distribution peaks, i.e., at the spe
lar reflection angle. Particles emerging at larger scatter
angles (wings of the scattering distribution) cause emiss
of a considerably larger number of electrons.

The ES spectra in coincidence with the central (label
in the following as 1) and peripheral (labeled 2) parts of th
reflected particle distribution (see Fig. 3b) represent diffe
ent processes whose superposition gives rise to the br
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ES spectrum shown in Fig. 3a. To identify the origin o
the different ES spectra we compare this ES spectrum w
the spectrum for normal incidence (Fig. 3c) and the sam
total velocity as the normal component of the specular r
flected particle. The remarkable observation is now th
normal incident ES spectrum and grazing incident ES sp
trum of surface channeled projectiles give practically ide
tical ES spectra near the maximum (below we comme
on the tail towards higher multiplicities, seen in ES spe
trum 1 of Fig. 3b). This component can therefore be u
ambiguously correlated to potential emission. Note th
any additional kinetic emission ofn electrons on top of
the potential emission would shift the maximum of the E
spectrum byn units to the right. For projectiles undergo
ing specular reflection, however, Figs. 3b and 3c indica
that n # 1; i.e., kinetic emission is strongly suppresse
Moreover, based on finite temperature molecular dyna
ics (MD) simulations we can attribute this part of the E
spectrum to “above” surface (including “at surface” [20]
emission from projectiles which did not penetrate the su
face and thus did not approach the topmost layer clo
than to a distance of about 1 a.u. (0.5 Å). The fact th
the ES spectra in Figs. 3b and 3c are nearly identical n
the maximum atn  8 despite vastly different parallel ve-
locities shows that the above-surface PE is independen
the parallel velocityyk.

The high-multiplicity spectrum 2 in Fig. 3b can, in turn
be attributed to the sum of potential and kinetic emissio
Kinetic emission includes both binary encounter type co
lisions between the projectile and conduction electrons
well as quasimolecular promotion in close ion-atom o
atom-atom collisions. The characteristic differences in t
multiplicity for specularly reflected projectiles (undergo
ing only distant collisions) and projectiles scattered in
larger angles (closer collisions) permit to further distin
guish these processes. Note, however, that the impact
rameters are still relatively large compared to inner sh
radii. Promotion of inner shells which plays an importan
role for stopping power thresholds [21,22] is in the prese
case of minor importance. Rather, the multiple scatteri
at a large number of target atoms at intermediate imp
parameters (1 # b # 2 a.u.) appears to be responsible fo
the ejection of about10 additional electronson top of the
potential electron emission.

We can describe the kinetic emission process by assu
ing a yield of electrons per collision as a function of th
impact parameterb of the form

Y sbd  Y0e2bybc (1)

and sum over all contributions from the complete collisio
history along a given trajectory. The free paramete
in Eq. (1) can be determined from the distribution o
the pure kinetic emission (distribution 2 in Fig. 3b) afte
subtraction ofgPE for potential emission.

In Fig. 4 we display the simulated ES spectrum for a
ideal surface and for a surface with steps and defects c
culated according to Eq. (1) along the trajectories of a M
1967
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FIG. 4. Multiplicity distribution due to kinetic emission cal-
culated according to Eq. (1) along the trajectories of a MD e
semble for an ideal surface (left) and a stepped surface (righ

ensemble. For a choice ofY0  0.5 andbc ø 1.3 a.u. we
find good qualitative agreement with the kinetic emissio
component of the ES spectrum (Fig. 3). For an ideal s
face, kinetic emission is strongly suppressed (n # 1) while
scattering with steps, etc., leads to the emission of a la
number of electrons. The surprising aspect is that this
notdue to closer collisions with smaller impact paramete
but due to the drastically increased interaction length a
collision number with very similar impact parameter dis
tributions. The value forbc is close to the radius of the5d
shell in Au (krl5d ø 1.4 a.u.). We therefore conclude tha
kinetic emission involves predominantly the5d electrons
of Au, i.e., the lower portion of the conduction band.
is worth noting that the emission process is not necess
ily of the binary encounter type. Quasimolecular potent
energy diagrams for the ion-atom collision system Ar-A
indicate promotion of the5d level to near zero binding en-
ergy at comparable distances (rc , 1.2 a.u.) [23].

Finally, the weak high multiplicity component in the
ES spectrum (spectrum 1 in Fig. 3b) is most likely du
to projectiles first giving rise to PE and then undergoing
sequence of multiple collisions (steps, defects, subsurf
channeling), but ending up “accidentally” at the specul
angle. These will provide contributions to the high mult
plicity wing of the glancing angle distribution.

In summary, we have presented an unambiguous
composition into potential and kinetic electron emissio
in multiply charged ion-surface scattering at grazing inc
dence. We have shown that potential electron emiss
is completely governed by the value of the perpendicu
velocity componenty' and is independent of the paral
lel velocity. Kinetic emission is strongly suppressed fo
“ideal” glancing angle trajectories. Collisions with surfac
1968
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steps (imperfections as well as subsurface channeling) p
vide the dominant contribution to the kinetic emission with
multiplicities up to 25 electronsyion.
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